Revealed Secrets
The quality of the masculine energy is like the quality of the empty screen in the movie
theatre. Within men and women, masculine qualities are: mental clarity, consciousness,
detachment, inner peace, stability.
The quality of the movie "Life" on the screen is the quality of the feminine energy within all
women and men (openness, movement, energy, love, sensitivity, receptivity, caring,
compassion).
Don't forget my friends that the screen alone, emptiness, is not perfection itself,
even if some "screens" (spiritual persons) become channels of light and have siddhis or
spiritual powers. Emptiness without Love is deceptive.
The Feminine energy within all is less focused on the "inner world" than the "outer world".
It is what pushes humanity to connect. This is why it is considered to be the life force,
movement, manifestation, openness, receptivity, caring, love, Shakti. The Feminine energy
is one with the movie of life but this does not mean that the Feminine energy is ego and
the masculine, absolute purity. The historical belief that women are the source of ego and
of the ‘original sin’ is a mistake.
The feminine and masculine energies are BOTH characterised by qualities and flaws
within everybody, and we need to open to both (see the paper on the end of duality:
https://www.tilicho.fr/initiation-and-book.html).
Like the masculine energy is deceptive without openness to feminine love, the feminine
energy is lost and confused without masculine clarity. In such a case, the movie of life
ends up not being so beautiful as it leads to identifying with ego.
Perfection, Self-realisation, is the union of the feminine and masculine energies
within. The screen recognises itself and is open to all types of ego movies without
confusion. This meeting point is the realisation of CONSCIOUS LOVE.
This Perfection, at the beginning of every cycle of time (cycles of human
consciousness - from light to darkness (ignorance) and back to the light), is first the
realisation of the Sacred Feminine. She first realises at the end of a cycle and at the
beginning of a new one, the union of the feminine and masculine: SAT CHIT ANANDA (the
union of Essence (clear Self-knowledge) with Existence (knowledge of all aspects of ego)
ultimately leading to perfect Contentment.
Because of the " confusing spiritual stage" I talk about further in this paper, and because of
the Sacred Feminine “ordinariness”, it is very difficult for Her to first stop doubting herself
and then to reveal herself completely. She usually prefers to hide a little bit as She feels
and knows she will have to cross lots of false projections, the high walls of spiritual
idealism, and the strongest spiritual masculine resistance to Truth.
Some societies and ages have recognised the Sacred Feminine as the Source of creation,
but it has most of the time been a confusing and hidden recognition.
The "confusing spiritual stage" comes from the stage of receptivity and oneness. When
one can recognise all aspects of ego and humanity within, there is no energetic separation
from the world. One is also energetically One with people. When you are not used to

judging and hiding ego because of self-integration, you become a "strange mirror" at a
certain stage. Whatever is felt within automatically manifests, to a certain extent, through
your words or behaviour. You can suddenly say something unusual, even against yourself
sometimes, just because your openness picks up something in the surrounding. If people
don't trust you for example, you can become very clumsy, or silly. You simply pick up what
people think and have no barrier in yourself to hide it. With understanding and maturity,
you know better what is going on and have a better HOLD of all that is felt within. There is
no more confusion within you and with others.
The dangerous spiritual stage comes when the Sacred Feminine is not being heard, is
being mistreated, misjudged, when there is too much injustice, too many types of abuses
and power games in society, excessive disrespect for nature, ecology, animals, etc… when
it is TOO MUCH, the Sacred Feminine transforms into Kali, the angry Goddess who is,
before all, the force and protection of nature and earth. The Spirit of the Goddess, being
one with matter, with nature, is the strongest one and will always survive. However, the
stage of survival expressing natural anger, can also be the time of earthquakes, tsunami,
natural catastrophes. If a Goddess or God is angry because unconsciousness is TOO
MUCH, this "shakes" the Earth, as their being is one with matter. It is really IMPORTANT
TO KNOW ABOUT THIS IN ORDER TO RESPECT THE FEMININE, AND ALL GODS,
NATURE, AND TO PREVENT NATURAL CATASTROPHES THAT ALSO KILL INNOCENT
LIVES. The Kali angry aspect within DOES NOT PLAY OUT WHEN PEOPLE HAVE
CLARITY. Let's all be clear my friends. It prevents trouble at all levels. Please go to my
page: https://www.tilicho.fr/initiation-and-book.html
Compromising, adapting to others, respecting others is also Self-respect for the Sacred
Feminine. However, if compromises and excess of tolerance last for too long and one does
not respect oneself enough, one can become "dry", tired, and may not feel as much the
connection to one's Heart. The Feminine energy is pushed to the ‘border line’ sometimes.
It is the responsibility of the Sacred Feminine to see it , listen to herself and respect herself
more. The Feminine gives but also has to be able to completely receive Love. When the
Feminine energy is nurtured, the Earth is nurtured too.
Spiritual powers and siddhis like the power of clear Seeing, come from masculine energy
(within a man or a woman). They often are recognised as the best possible expression of
Self-realisation by some people. Generally, excessive admiration is given to them. The
Seer who comes and helps the Sacred Feminine (often still too naive) to see more clearly
through human masks and games, plays a wonderful protective role. HEARTFELT AND
DEEP GRATITUDE IS FELT FOR THAT. However, it is equally important to understand
that spiritual powers come from a movement of the mind 'I want to know', " I want to see",
"I think, although I don't want to think". Powers come from the will for power, whether
this will for power is very subtle and very well hidden or not.
The "dangers" of spiritual powers, Siddhis, is that they hide the seed of
manipulation, which can manifest under certain circumstances. So even at high
spiritual stages, at one point, the lamb can transform into a wolf when the Sacred
Feminine is about to have complete clarity on "Who is truthful and who lies?", " Who is the
real Source of manifestation?", "Who is the real mirror?”. All has been done in past history
to eliminate the Sacred Feminine at this stage.
What has been hidden is that the Sacred Feminine is the real Source of knowledge
and manifestation at the beginning of each cycle of time. The Power of the Heart of
‘being powerless’ is the result of ego integration. When all ego walls have been crossed,

matter and consciousness are One. The spirit of the Sacred Feminine is the first to be
"Here and Now” at each beginning of time, which means Her spirit is everywhere and at
the core of all matter. The conscious Heart is limitless, naturally and effortlessly. To realise
it, simply open your mind and see clearly. It is within and all around.
The Sacred Feminine is also the Source of divine sacred life (the power of the living
word). Again, when ego is integrated, matter and spirit are One. Words, written or
expressed, also acquire a boundless power. They provide the frame, the matrix, for the
magic guidance of life itself. This power manifests when there is no desire for power and
no personal intention. The seed of manipulation is not active within you. You don't need to
think and calculate: "How to create a better world?”; and of course, you have no desire to
use this power to improve your own personal life. You perfectly know all is connected, and
all is You. You know so well that there is no personal excess of wealth without penury
somewhere else, and that it does not make sense to wish for anything personal only. Let's
all be conscious as All is One. The power of the living word comes when you simply
express the flow, truth and knowledge of your Heart.
The Sacred Feminine originally holds the power of the living word because HER ONLY
PURPOSE IS LOVE, PEACE, JOY, LIGHT, PROTECTION, HEALING AND LIBERATION
TO ALL. There is not one single selfish or manipulative intention. Yet, naturally, there is
Self-respect. Everybody needs a certain amount of money to live, eat and provide what is
necessary for the growth and blooming of children for example, etc....
The Sacred Feminine is also the Source of other Sources. When She finally puts aside her
own resistance to completely revealing herself, She is the force that brings the Masculine
energy into the Heart. It requires a Spiritual Mother to have gods and goddesses.
This understanding and clarity my friends, is bringing the Sacred Feminine light, balance,
and wisdom into the world, at a time when it is most needed.

